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Electronic Industrial Rock at it's finest. DISOWN blends HardRock/Metal with Techno/Industrial and

pushed it to the mainstream. They have gained much attention from Major Labels and were on the

OzzFest 2004 bill. 12 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ROCK: Hard Rock Details: A lifetime in the

making, DISOWN first made their presence known at the turn of the new millennia. Comprised of four

enigmatic individuals and armed with an artillery of technology and ideology, DISOWN set out to breathe

new life back into the music industry. Their newest single, "Policy of Truth" has generated success and

attention from several radio stations and the local music scene. Along with their recent full length release,

"Requiem of One" has been met with rave reviews, selling over 1000 copies in a four month period of

time. "DISOWN will be the act that sets a new trend in the music industry!" (Dan Kemer, ClearChannel)

"This band is definitely going places. No matter where I see them, they always stand out." (Eddie Phoon,

Event Director USA Sonwriting Competition) "Jae has his own style that gives DISOWN it's uniqueness.

So few artists have it." (Ray Leonardi, Cleveland FreeTimes) POINTS OF NOTE - Nominated/Won

Cleveland FreeTimes Music Award 2005 "Best Industrial Act". - Supported by 100.7 WMMS Cleveland's

Buzzard Radio Station. - Supported by ClearChannel. - Opened OzzFest 2004 (Blossom with over 10,000

in attendance). - Performed "Family Picnic Tour 2004" with Static-X (Tower City 5000 attendance). -

Opened Orgy/Godhead Tour 2004 (Cleveland Agora 2500 attendance). - "I Disappear" in DVD

soundtrack, Jigsaw, distributed to BlockBuster's Nationally. - Invited personally to showcase for

PureTone's Pete Ganbarg. - 2002 "Spot Light Act" for 2NMC Nashville New Music Conference. -

Showcased CMJ, MECA, MEIC, 2NMC, NEMO and MPMF.
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